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great indraught over southern Asia and constitute for that
continent the southern monsoons which are dry off shore
winds for Australia
The normal Trades are brisk breezes blowing steadily most
of the fame at 10 to IS miles an hour The blue sea and
crisp white capped waves are characteristic They dispel the
usual enervation of the regions in this latitude and account
mainly for the pleasant climate of the so called South Seas
The Westerlies on the other hand are by no means so
regular nor so moderate They constitute a drift of the air
body to the east In this current more or less violent eddies
develop and are carried along as the ram bearing lows
which are so characteristic of the climate of countnes coming
under the influence of the westerly dnft The Westerlies are
steady and strong enough in the southern hemisphere to have
earned the name of the brave west winds but the gales that
accompany the lows have given the latitude of greatest
frequency the sinister title of the Roaring Forties
The most remarkable result of this one way traffic in
wind circulation is the one sided rainfall effect where the
Trades or Westerlies cross land high enough to cause heavy
discharge of their moisture Thus most of the islands of the
Pacific eg Java Hawaii Tasmania have a wet windward
side and drier leeward side. On a bigger scale continents
are likewise affected The coast of Queensland for example
receives ample rainfall from the trade winds which leave the
Qomsgoactag coast of Western Australia as absorbers rather
lisetu depositors of moisture.
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